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5 Fingerprint images are fingerprint images with 120 x 120 pixel size which MARNET JINING SYI JAIH [NDMI,Image processing. Steps used on image processing such as gsp] BMBRI 1431164114CHSPJ] OR CLUSTERED SEGMENTATION. From image processing, 24 x 24 matrix was tested in the process of the matrix changed into 576 x 1 resized vector. MT BMBRI 7MV. BMBRI Image processing would be the fingerprint recognition artificial intelligence process, the input will be processed for training and testing.

> JX TMP training using 90 fingerprints data with 0.9 learning rate and 0.3 SVM METHOD accuracy +.00 iteration. Validation result for 30 images, can be recognized by [MF10.00] PHANTOM ITIMING fingerprint patterns.

; J] [TVACHNIE]print pattern recognition, artificial neural network, backpropagation.